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ABSTRACT

The Madden–Julian oscillation (MJO) interacts with and influences a wide range of weather and climate

phenomena (e.g., monsoons, ENSO, tropical storms, midlatitude weather), and represents an important, and

as yet unexploited, source of predictability at the subseasonal time scale. Despite the important role of the

MJO in climate and weather systems, current global circulation models (GCMs) exhibit considerable

shortcomings in representing this phenomenon. These shortcomings have been documented in a number of

multimodel comparison studies over the last decade. However, diagnosis of model performance has been

challenging, and model progress has been difficult to track, because of the lack of a coherent and stan-

dardized set of MJO diagnostics. One of the chief objectives of the U.S. Climate Variability and Predict-

ability (CLIVAR) MJO Working Group is the development of observation-based diagnostics for objectively

evaluating global model simulations of the MJO in a consistent framework. Motivation for this activity is

reviewed, and the intent and justification for a set of diagnostics is provided, along with specification for their

calculation, and illustrations of their application. The diagnostics range from relatively simple analyses of

variance and correlation to more sophisticated space–time spectral and empirical orthogonal function

analyses. These diagnostic techniques are used to detect MJO signals, to construct composite life cycles, to

identify associations of MJO activity with the mean state, and to describe interannual variability of the MJO.

1. Introduction

The Madden–Julian oscillation (Madden and Julian

1971, 2005) is the dominant component of intraseasonal

variability in the tropical atmosphere. It is characterized

by eastward-propagating, equatorially trapped, bar-

oclinic oscillations in the tropical wind field. During a

typical MJO event, a positive convection/rainfall anom-

aly develops over the western Indian Ocean, while con-

vection tends to be suppressed further east over the

western Pacific. Over the course of the following 40–50

days, the enhanced convective anomaly in the Indian

Ocean intensifies and propagates slowly eastward (3–5

m s21) to the central Pacific Ocean. The convection

anomalies associated with the MJO are most intense

over the central/eastern Indian Ocean and western Pa-

cific Ocean, and they often diminish over the Maritime

Continent. Over the warmer tropical waters in the

Eastern Hemisphere, the MJO exhibits large-scale con-

vection anomalies that interact strongly with the tro-

pospheric circulation and surface fluxes of mass, heat,

and momentum. Once the disturbances reach the date

line, and thus cooler equatorial waters, convection sub-

sides and the disturbance is largely confined to dynamical

fields (Rui and Wang 1990; Hendon and Salby 1994;
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Matthews 2000; Sperber 2003; Kiladis et al. 2005). These

characteristics, especially the eastward propagation

along the equator, tend to be most strongly exhibited

during boreal winter (November–April), when the Indo-

Pacific warm pool is centered near the equator. During

boreal summer (May–October), the asymmetry of the

mean state associated with the Asian summer monsoon

tends to result in northeastward propagation of the

convection/circulation anomalies from the equatorial

Indian Ocean into Southeast Asia, while at the same

time exhibiting eastward propagation along the equa-

tor (Yasunari 1981; Wang and Rui 1990; Annamalai and

Sperber 2005; Waliser 2006). This eastward propagation

of the boreal summer MJO is associated with signifi-

cant impacts in the east Pacific warm pool and North

American monsoon system (Maloney and Esbensen 2003;

Barlow and Salstein 2006; Lorenz and Hartmann 2006),

and in sub-Saharan Africa (Matthews 2004; Maloney and

Shaman 2008). More comprehensive reviews of the MJO

can be found in Madden and Julian (1994), Lau and

Waliser (2005), and Zhang (2005).

Interest in the MJO has intensified in recent years

(Zhang et al. 2001; Schubert et al. 2002; Waliser et al.

2003c; ECMWF 2004; ICTP 2006) because of its ex-

tensive interactions with other components of the cli-

mate system and because it represents a connection

between the weather and seasonal-to-interannual cli-

mate variations. For example, the distinctive onsets and

breaks of the Asian–Australian monsoon are closely

related to MJO activity (e.g., Yasunari 1980; Hendon

and Liebmann 1990; Goswami 2005; Wheeler and

McBride 2005; Straub et al. 2006). Thus it is implied that

our understanding and ability to predict the MJO and

the Asian–Australian monsoon are critically linked

(e.g., Webster et al. 1998; Waliser et al. 1999a; Sperber

et al. 2001; Waliser et al. 2003d; Webster and Hoyos

2004). Eastward-propagating MJO convective activity

can at times modulate the timing and evolution of

El Niño because of its close connection with near-surface

zonal wind activity in the Pacific (Lau and Chan 1988;

Lau and Shen 1988; Weickmann 1991; Takayabu et al.

1999; Kessler and Kleeman 2000; Bergman et al. 2001;

Zhang and Gottschalck 2002; Kessler 2005; Lau 2005;

Straub et al. 2006; Hendon et al. 2007). Many studies

have shown an influence of the MJO on the character

and strength of higher frequency tropical variability,

including the diurnal cycle (Chen et al. 1996; Tian et al.

2006), tropical cyclones (Nakazawa 1986; Liebmann

et al. 1994; Higgins et al. 2000; Maloney and Hartmann

2000a; Bessafi and Wheeler 2006; Frank and Roundy

2006), and extreme precipitation events (Mo and Higgins

1998; Jones 2000; Jones et al. 2004a). The MJO’s in-

fluence extends, via teleconnection mechanisms, to

the extratropical circulation and its weather patterns

(Weickmann 1983; Liebmann and Hartmann 1984;

Higgins and Mo 1997; Vecchi and Bond 2004; Weickmann

and Berry 2006). This suggests that medium- and long-

range midlatitude weather forecasts by global models

would benefit from accurate prediction of the MJO

(Ferranti et al. 1990; Hendon et al. 2000; Whitaker and

Weickmann 2001; Jones et al. 2004b). Finally, recent

studies have also shown strong MJO influences on bio-

logical and chemical components of our climate system

(Waliser et al. 2005; Tian et al. 2008, 2007; Wong and

Dessler 2007). While this list of interactions associated

with the MJO is continuing to grow, the brief itemization

above indicates the MJO to be neither a benign weather

pattern nor just a semicoherent form of climate ‘‘noise’’

but rather a phenomenon we must understand and cor-

rectly represent in our global weather/climate models.

As important as the MJO is in our weather/climate

system, we still struggle to represent it correctly in our

global climate simulations (Slingo et al. 2005) and we

have yet to exploit it in our numerical weather or sub-

seasonal-climate forecasts (Schubert et al. 2002; New-

man et al. 2003; Seo et al. 2005; Waliser 2005; Woolnough

et al. 2007). A survey of the multimodel assessments

that have been made over the last decade of the capa-

bilities of GCMs to represent the MJO shows progress

to be slow (Slingo et al. 1996; Sperber et al. 2000;

Waliser et al. 2003a; Lin et al. 2006; Zhang et al. 2006),

and that we have yet to develop a single GCM that the

climate modeling community would agree has a ‘‘good’’

MJO when scrutinized in some detail and that has been

maintained through GCM revisions/updates. The in-

ability of models to simulate the MJO has long been

thought to relate to deficiencies in the treatment of

cumulus convection. This is because typically the greatest

sensitivity that the MJO simulation exhibits to various

model ‘‘tunings’’ is associated with that of the convective

parameterization—or closely related processes such as

cloud–radiative feedbacks (e.g., Slingo et al. 1996; Wang

and Schlesinger 1999; Lee et al. 2001; Maloney and

Hartmann 2001; Maloney 2002; Lee et al. 2003). Related

to the issues of convective parameterization are the

confounding issues concerning the representation of

the basic state, including a preference for overdoing the

‘‘double ITCZ’’ (Lin 2007), a poor mean rainfall struc-

ture in the Indian Ocean (Sperber and Annamalai 2008),

equatorial surface westerly winds that are too weak or

too limited in their zonal extent (Inness and Slingo 2003),

uncertainty in the importance of ocean–atmospheric

coupling (e.g., Gualdi et al. 1999a; Waliser et al. 1999b;

Hendon 2000; Kemball-Cook et al. 2002; Inness et al.

2003; Zheng et al. 2004; Sperber et al. 2005; Zhang et al.

2006), the importance of achieving a proper phasing and
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representation of surface fluxes (e.g., Shinoda et al. 1998;

Woolnough et al. 2000; Maloney and Sobel 2004), and

the importance of ocean mixed-layer processes (e.g.,

Shinoda and Hendon 1998; Waliser et al. 2003b; Bernie

et al. 2005).

One of the chief difficulties in evaluating success and

tracking improvement in our GCM simulations of the

MJO is the lack of a consistent set of diagnostics.

Somewhat remarkable is the fact that of the five mul-

timodel MJO evaluations mentioned above, with the

exception of seasonal mean precipitation maps, not a

single diagnostic is applied in the same manner in even

two of the studies. The diagnostics most similar among

these studies are simple measures of intraseasonal pre-

cipitation variance. Even in this case, the filtering and/or

plotting (e.g., map versus latitude average) are per-

formed differently. A robust set of observation-based

diagnostics is needed to better gauge our progress in

simulating the MJO, make comparisons among models,

and make inroads at diagnosing the shortcomings in

physical parameterization underlying our inadequate

MJO simulations.

To help address this need, U.S. CLIVAR established

the MJO Working Group (MJOWG) in the spring of

2006 (more information available online at http://www.

usclivar.org/Organization/MJO_WG.html). Chief among

this working group’s objectives was the development of

observation-based diagnostics that allow a more consis-

tent, and hopefully insightful, assessment of model per-

formance regarding the MJO. Over the course of the

following year, this working group developed these di-

agnostics via teleconferences and meetings during the

U.S. CLIVAR Summit in July 2006 as well as informally

at a number of scientific meetings and workshops. The

group considered issues such as ease of use versus level of

physical insight, potential pitfalls/ambiguity in the inter-

pretation of the model-data comparisons, observation

quality, availability, and sensitivity. In the development

process, observations were used to assess the sensitivity

to stratifying the analysis by season, the size of analysis

domain, the need (or lack thereof) for using tapering

or detrending during spectral analysis, the method for

assessing statistical significance, etc.

This paper describes the outcome of the above effort;

specifically it describes the diagnostics developed by the

U.S. CLIVAR MJOWG for assessing the ability of cli-

mate models to simulate the boreal winter Madden–

Julian oscillation and its boreal summer counterpart.

For brevity, the term MJO is used throughout this ar-

ticle, and it includes the broader category of eastward

and northward tropical intraseasonal oscillations that

occur on time scales of 30–70 days. The diagnostics have

been categorized into two levels of increasing com-

plexity. Level 1 diagnostics are meant to provide a basic

indication of model spatial and temporal intraseasonal

variability that can be easily understood and calculated

by the non-MJO expert. Ease of use dictated that

the analytic procedures be as simple and uniform as

possible for summer and winter calculations. Level 2

diagnostics provide a more comprehensive diagnosis of

the MJO through multivariate analysis, wavenumber-

frequency spectral decomposition, and composite anal-

ysis of the MJO life cycle. In addition to the level 1 and

level 2 diagnostics, additional diagnostics include as-

pects of the mean state found to be relevant to MJO

simulation fidelity and a characterization of MJO in-

terannual variability. The primary variables used for

level 1 and 2 diagnostics are: outgoing longwave radia-

tion (OLR), precipitation, and zonal wind at 850 and 200

hPa. However, a number of other variables are included

in life cycle composites and mean field descriptions.

With the publication of these diagnostics, we en-

courage the modeling and diagnostic communities to

make use of them in studies of the MJO in their models,

particularly in terms of presentations at workshops, con-

ferences, and in journal articles. As of this writing, a link

to plots of the diagnostics, as well as the code and input

data used to generate them, can be found at the MJOWG

Web site (http://climate.snu.ac.kr/mjo_diagnostics/index.

htm). It is hoped that this more common set of mea-

sures will facilitate model assessment and improve the

ability to gauge model successes and failures. Together,

we hope that these diagnostics will enhance the ability

to focus on the underlying physical shortcomings of

models by removing some of the burden on individual

researchers to decide on, compute, and apply model

MJO diagnostics. Section 2 discusses the observations

utilized for the diagnostics. Section 3 then provides a

description of a subset of the selected diagnostics and

how they are calculated, and some motivation for these

choices. Finally, section 4 provides a summary, includ-

ing recommendations for future activities and areas of

focus.

2. Observations

We employ observational data that covers most im-

portant aspects of the MJO. Where possible, we use

multiple datasets from at least two sources in order to

account for observational uncertainties. Outgoing long-

wave radiation, which is a primary source of information

on the convective behavior of the MJO, is from the

advanced very high resolution radiometer (AVHRR)

estimates of Liebmann and Smith (1996).

Three precipitation products are used for this study

that are all based, at least in part, on infrared (IR)-based
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satellite retrievals, and are blended with or adjusted by

rain gauge data, other satellite estimates and model

prediction data; this provides plenty of spatial/temporal

samples but with significant biases. The Climate Pre-

diction Center (CPC) Merged Analysis of Precipitation

(CMAP) dataset (Xie and Arkin 1997) first merges IR-

based Geostationary Operational Environmental Sat-

ellite (GOES) Precipitation Index (GPI; Arkin and

Meisner 1987) with two kinds of microwave (MW)

satellite estimates and model predictions. This output is

further blended with gauge-based analysis. To extend

the length of the dataset, OLR-based precipitation in-

dex (Xie and Arkin 1997) and Microwave Sounding

Unit (MSU)-based (Spencer 1993) estimates are used

in the period when GPI is not available; that is, before

year 1986. As a result, pentad CMAP dataset is avail-

able from 1979 to present, of which we used 27 yr

(1979–2005).

Unlike CMAP, the second and third precipitation

products are daily sampled datasets with shorter length.

The Global Precipitation Climatology Project (GPCP;

1997–2005) dataset (Huffman et al. 2001) calibrates GPI

data using Special Sensor Microwave Imager (SSM/I)

microwave estimates. Our third rainfall product is the

3B42 dataset from the Tropical Rainfall Measuring

Mission (TRMM). The algorithm for 3B42 adjusts ob-

jectively the rain rates inferred from IR satellite esti-

mates using other TRMM products (Kummerow et al.

2000). The TRMM product used here is not combined

with gauge analyses, unlike the first two datasets.

Upper- (200 hPa) and lower- (850 hPa) tropospheric

zonal winds are obtained from three global reanalysis

products. Two of them are different versions of the Na-

tional Centers for Environmental Prediction/National

Center for Atmospheric Research (NCEP/NCAR) rean-

alysis (Kalnay et al. 1996) and NCAR–Department of

Energy (DOE) Second Atmospheric Model Intercom-

parison Project (AMIP-II) reanalysis (Kanamitsu et al.

2002). The latter uses improved model physics and has

several corrections to the known errors in the former. The

European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts

(ECMWF) 40-Year Reanalysis (ERA40; Uppala et al.

2005) is also used. The data period for two NCEP–

NCAR reanalyses is 1979–2005 while that for ERA40 is

1979–2001.

For SST two datasets are used, the Optimal Interpo-

lation SST (OISST; Reynolds et al. 2007) and the

TRMM microwave imager (TMI) SST (Wentz et al.

2000). OISST is an optimally interpolated SST using

AVHRR infrared satellite data with large-scale ad-

justment of satellite biases with respect to the in situ

data (Reynolds et al. 2007). TMI SST uses microwave

channels, which are less affected by cloud and aerosols

(but significantly affected by raindrops; Wentz et al.

2000). Both the products provide relatively higher spa-

tial resolution (0.258 3 0.258) and they are gridded into

1.08 3 1.08 (OISST) and 2.58 3 2.58 (TMI) grid resolu-

tion, respectively. We use the coarser resolution version

of TMI to minimize the impact of missing values in daily

maps.

Latent heat flux is obtained from the two reanalyses—

NCEP/NCAR reanalysis and ERA40 and from the

Objectively Analyzed Air–Sea Fluxes (OAFlux) for the

global ice-free oceans (Yu and Weller 2007). Net sur-

face shortwave radiation data are obtained from the

Global Energy and Water Cycle Experiment (GEWEX)

Surface Radiation Budget (SRB) products (Gupta et al.

2001) and the International Satellite Cloud Climatology

Project (ISCCP) datasets (Zhang et al. 2004). Inde-

pendent variables in bulk aerodynamic formula for

surface latent heat flux (e.g., surface wind speed, specific

humidity) are obtained through synthesizing several

satellite retrievals and two reanalyses in OAFlux (Yu

and Weller 2007). The error properties of both input

data in OA procedure are obtained using Comprehen-

sive Ocean–Atmosphere Dataset (COADS) (Woodruff

et al. 1998) ship observations as the base data. To de-

rive surface shortwave radiative flux, different algo-

rithms are used in GEWEX-SRB (Langley Parameter-

ized Shortwave Algorithm; LPSA) and ISCCP-FD (GISS

GCM radiative transfer model) but they share input

sources of cloud properties (ISCCP-DX), surface al-

bedo [Earth Radiation Budget Experiment (ERBE)]

and column ozone [Total Ozone Mapping Spectrometer

(TOMS)].

Tables 1, 3, and 4 indicate the specific application of

the observations discussed above, and the right columns

list the abbreviations that will be used in this paper to

represent the datasets. Daily averages, except for CMAP,

which is pentad based, are used for level 1 and level 2

diagnostics while mean state diagnostics are calculated

using monthly means. The period used for the calcula-

tions shown in all the figures is 27 yr (1979–2005; with the

exception of the OISST in Figs. 13 and 14, which is

4 January 1985–31 December 2005).

3. Diagnostics

This section presents select examples of the diagnos-

tics developed by the MJOWG. Given space limitations,

the diagnostics presented here are by no means ex-

haustive, though they might be considered to be the

most basic and informative and thus are a good starting

point for an analysis of the MJO. The complete set of

diagnostics is provided at the MJOWG Web site (http://

climate.snu.ac.kr/mjo_diagnostics/index.htm), and is also
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summarized in the tables that follow. As described in

section 2, multiple sources of observation-based data for

a given variable were used where possible for the di-

agnostic calculations, and diagnostics using all of these

sources are displayed on the Web site. In the discussion

below, the source of the variable displayed (e.g., NCEP1

versus ECMWF, or CMAP versus TRMM) was arbi-

trary, unless otherwise noted.

a. Diagnostic strategy

The diagnostics are partitioned into two levels of

complexity, referred to as level 1 and level 2, and they

also include a number of supplementary diagnostics.

Level 1 diagnostics, summarized in Table 1, are meant to

provide a general indication of the spatial and temporal

intraseasonal variability that can be easily understood

and/or calculated by the non-MJO expert. Ease of use

dictates that the analytic procedures be as simple and

similar as possible for boreal summer and winter calcu-

lations. The level 1 diagnostics include an assessment

of intraseasonal and total variance, time series spec-

tral analysis over key spatial domains (Table 2), and

univariate empirical orthogonal function (EOF) analysis

of bandpass-filtered data. Lag-correlation analysis of

bandpass-filtered wind and convective variables is also

used to assess both eastward equatorial propagation

during both boreal summer and winter, and northward

propagation in the Eastern Hemisphere during boreal

summer. Variables used in level 1 diagnostics include

OLR, precipitation, and zonal wind at 850 and 200 hPa.

Level 2 diagnostics, summarized in Table 3, provide a

more comprehensive diagnosis of the MJO through

multivariate EOF analysis and wavenumber-frequency

decomposition. The multivariate EOF analysis is based

on OLR and zonal wind at 850 and 200 hPa (Wheeler

and Hendon 2004). The dominant intraseasonal princi-

pal components (PCs) from multivariate EOF analysis

are used to generate MJO life cycle composites, and

coherence squared and phase between the PCs are

calculated to determine the fidelity of the eastward

propagation. However, a number of other variables are

included in life cycle composites. Multiscale interac-

tions are also assessed using cross-spectral analysis

(coherence squared and phase) between variables.

In addition to the level 1 and level 2 diagnostics,

supplementary analyses are presented of some relevant

mean state variables, noted in Table 4. As described

in past studies (e.g., Slingo et al. 1996; Hendon 2000;

Inness et al. 2003; Waliser et al. 2003a; Sperber et al.

2005; Zhang et al. 2006), the ability of a model to sim-

ulate the MJO is intimately related to its ability to

simulate the mean climate, especially associated with

the spatial distribution of mean convection and surface

westerly winds that tend to occur over the warmest SST.

The occurrence of the MJO is highly episodic (e.g.,

Salby and Hendon 1994) with the relationship to in-

terannual variation in SST being rather complex, albeit

weak (e.g., Slingo et al. 1996; Hendon et al. 1999;

Kessler 2001; Lau 2005; Hendon et al. 2007). Efforts at

simulating the character of this relationship have had

mixed success (e.g., Slingo et al. 1996; Gualdi et al.

1999b; Waliser et al. 2001), and thus an analysis of in-

terannual variability of MJO activity is also included as

a supplementary diagnostic.

For both level 1 and level 2 diagnostics, unfiltered

anomalies are computed by subtracting the climatologi-

cal daily (or pentad where appropriate) mean calculated

over all years of the data. Intraseasonal (20–100 day)

TABLE 1. Level 1 diagnostics.

Diagnostic Season Regions Fields

Variance (unfiltered, intraseasonal,

% of unfiltered)

Boreal summer,

winter, all seasons

308N–308S, 08–3608E OLR, precipitation,

U200, U850

Time spectra Boreal summer,

winter, all-seasons

West Pacific, Indian Ocean,

east Pacific, Maritime

Continent (see Table 2)

OLR, precipitation,

U200, U850

Lag–longitude correlation analysis

(Indian Ocean reference point using

same season and variable-dependent

locations as defined in Table 2)

Boreal summer,

winter

Equatorial (108N–108S

averaged), 08–3608E

OLR, precipitation,

U200, U850

Lag–latitude correlation analysis (Indian

and west Pacific reference points using

same summertime and variable-dependent

locations as defined in Table 2)

Boreal summer Indian: 408N–408S, 808–1008E

averaged; west Pacific:

408N–408S, 1158–1358E

averaged

OLR, precipitation,

U200, U850

Single variable EOF analysis

(including lag correlation

between leading PCs, time spectra

of unfiltered PCs)

Boreal summer,

winter

308N–308S, 08–3608E OLR, precipitation,

U200, U850
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bandpass-filtered anomalies are constructed using a

201-point Lanczos filter (Duchon 1979), which has half-

power points at 20- and 100-day periods. In addition, the

statistical significance of the EOFs that are computed

with bandpass-filtered data is assessed by projecting

the EOFs back onto the unfiltered anomalies (with

only the seasonal cycle removed). Spectral analysis is

then conducted on the resulting unfiltered PCs to test

the significance of spectral power at intraseasonal time

scales against a red noise background using 10% and 5%

significance levels (e.g., Maloney and Hartmann 1998).

No windowing/tapering or detrending was applied in

calculation of these spectra, since sensitivity tests indi-

cated their application had a negligible impact on the

results.

We note that in addition to conducting EOF analysis

directly on model fields, it also useful to project the

model’s bandpass-filtered anomalies onto the EOFs of

observed variability to assess how well the model sim-

ulates the observed MJO. This technique allows direct

comparison among all models and the observations and

is especially suitable for diagnosis of forecasts of the

MJO since the data are projected onto the same ob-

served basis functions. This technique was demon-

strated by Duffy et al. (2003) for the NCAR Community

Climate Model (CCM3.6), and in Sperber (2004) for the

NCAR Community Atmosphere Model (CAM2.0) and

Community Climate System Model (CCSM2.0), and

Sperber et al. (2005) for numerous ECHAM4-based

models, in which the ability to simulate the observed

lead–lag relationships between the leading PCs was as-

sessed. The time lag at which the two PCs have a

maximum correlation gives the transition time for the

MJO convection and/or winds to shift from the Indian

Ocean and the western Pacific, with the value of the

maximum correlation being a measure of how coherent

the convection and/or wind anomalies are between

these two regions.

The observed MJO exhibits distinctly different be-

havior in northern summer and southern summer.

Hence, we perform many of our diagnostics for two

broadly defined seasons: boreal summer (May–October),

and boreal winter (November–April). For some diag-

nostics, computations are performed for specific domains

TABLE 2. Averaging regions for time series spectra.

Region OLR Precipitation U850 U200

Boreal winter (November–April)

Indian 108S–58N, 758–1008E 108S–58N, 758–1008E 1.258–16.258S, 68.758–96.258E 3.758–21.258N, 56.258–78.758E

West Pacific 208–58S, 1608–1858E 208–58S, 1608–1858E 1.258N–13.758S, 163.758–191.258E 3.758–21.258N, 123.758–151.258E

Maritime

Continent

2.58–17.58S, 1158–1458E 2.58–17.58S, 1158–1458E

East Pacific 1.258N–16.258S, 256.258–278.758E

Boreal summer (May–October)

Indian 108S–58N, 758–1008E 108S–58N, 758–1008E 21.258–3.758N, 68.758–96.258E 1.258N–16.258S, 43.758–71.258E

Bay of Bengal 108–208N, 808–1008E 108–208N, 808–1008E

West Pacific 108–258N, 1158–1408E 108–258N, 1158–1408E 3.758–21.258N, 118.758–146.258E 3.758–21.258N, 123.758–151.258E

East Pacific 6.258–16.258N, 241.258–266.258E 1.258N–16.258S, 238.758–266.258E

TABLE 3. Level 2 diagnostics.

Diagnostic Season Regions Fields

Single variable wavenumber-frequency

spectra

Boreal summer,

winter, all-season

Equatorial (108N–108S

averaged), 08–3608E

OLR, precipitation,

U200, U850, Usfc

Wheeler and Kiladis (1999) single variable

wavenumber-frequency diagrams

All-season Equatorial (158N–158S

averaged), 08–3608E

OLR, precipitation,

U200, U850, Usfc

Cross spectra in the wavenumber-frequency

domain (e.g., Hendon and Wheeler 2008)

All-season Equatorial (158N–158S

averaged), 08–3608E

OLR vs U200, U850, Usfc

Mutivariate EOF analysis (including lag

correlation between leading PCs, coherence

squared, and phase between leading

PCs, time spectra of unfiltered PCs)

Boreal summer,

winter, all-season

Equatorial (158N–158S

averaged), 08–3608E

OLR, U850, U200

MJO life cycle composites: horizontal Boreal summer,

winter

208N–208S, 08–3608E OLR, precipitation, U,V200,

U,V850, U, Vsfc, SLP, C200,

SST, surface LH and SW flux

MJO life cycle composites: vertical Boreal summer,

winter

08–3608E, 0 hPa–surface U, T, q, V,
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of interest. These domains are given in the Table 2 and

were determined from examination of observed variance

maps to isolate regions where observed variance is large.

b. Mean state

Mean fields for 850-hPa zonal wind, rainfall, and SST

are presented for boreal summer (Fig. 1) and boreal

winter (Fig. 2). As highlighted in section 3a, an analysis

of a number of relevant mean fields is a crucial starting

point for assessment of both ocean–atmosphere coupled

(hereafter, ‘‘coupled’’) and atmosphere-only (hereafter,

‘‘uncoupled’’) simulations of the MJO. For example,

aspects of the convective mean state that are relevant to

the MJO include proper latitudinal and zonal locations

of the ITCZ, and a realistic simulation of mean lower

tropospheric westerly winds, especially their zonal ex-

tent across the warm pool of the Indian and west Pacific

Oceans. Capturing seasonal variations of the back-

ground state is also critical. In uncoupled simulations,

convective and westerly wind regions generally coincide

with warmest SST. In coupled simulations, reproducing

the observed mean SST distribution is often problem-

atic (e.g., Mechoso et al. 1995), and errors in the coupled

SST distribution tend to exacerbate any uncoupled at-

mospheric errors in lower tropospheric zonal winds and

precipitation.

c. Level 1 diagnostics

Figures 3 and 4 show maps of intraseasonal variance

of 850-hPa zonal wind and CMAP precipitation for

boreal summer and boreal winter, respectively. The

prominence of the MJO is emphasized by shading of the

percent variance accounted for by the 20–100-day band

relative to variance filtered with a wider bandwidth.1

For the CMAP precipitation, which is available as

pentads, this percentage is relative to bandpass variance

in the 10–180-day band whereas for the zonal wind,

which is available daily, this percentage is relative to

bandpass variance in the 2–180-day band. Hence, the

shaded maxima tend to be higher for precipitation than

for zonal wind because the variance in the 20–100-day

band is being compared to a smaller total. Aspects of

these plots that provide important benchmarks for cli-

mate model simulations include the spatial distribution

of intraseasonal variance (especially the relative mag-

nitudes of the maxima in the Indian Ocean versus the

west Pacific Ocean), the relative minimum in variance

in the Maritime Continent, the percent variance ac-

counted for by the intraseasonal band, and the coinci-

dence of 850-hPa wind and precipitation variance cen-

ters. A comparison of Figs. 3 and 4 illustrates that

tropical intraseasonal variance tends to be concentrated

in the summer hemisphere in lower-tropospheric winds

and precipitation, with the percentage variance in the

intraseasonal (20–100 day) band tending to peak at

about 30%–40% for zonal wind and greater than 50%

for precipitation (noting the inflated value for precipi-

tation relative to zonal wind due to use of pentad data).

We also see that during boreal summer, the intra-

seasonal variance of precipitation exhibits a number of

maxima associated with the land–sea structure around

southern Asia (e.g., Waliser et al. 2003a) and another

prominent maximum in the east Pacific warm pool (e.g.,

Maloney et al. 2008). The details associated with these

seasonal variations provide an important test for cli-

mate model representations of the MJO.

To isolate the fundamental propagating and time-

varying nature of the MJO, level 1 diagnostics also in-

clude lag–longitude correlation analyses for regions of

maximum intraseasonal variance from Figs. 3 and 4 (the

areas are defined Table 2). Figure 5 shows lag–longitude

diagrams of intraseasonal precipitation (contours) and

850-hPa zonal winds (colors) correlated against precipi-

tation at an Indian Ocean reference point (equator and

908E) for boreal winter. They also provide diagnosis of

other important characteristics of the MJO, including an

TABLE 4. Supplemental diagnostics.

Diagnostic Season Regions Fields

Mean state analysis: horizontal Boreal summer, winter 408N–408S, 08–3608E Precipitation, SST, U200, U850, Usfc,

U200–U850 shear

Mean state analysis: vertical Boreal summer, winter Surface to 0 hPa U, T, q, V

Interannual variability: PC12 1 PC22

from multivariate EOF analysis

All-season Equatorial (158N–158S

averaged), 08–3608E

OLR, U850, U200

Interannual variability: 91-day running

mean of variance averaged

over horizontal domain

All-season 108N–108S,

08–3608E,108N–108S,

408–1808E

OLR, U850

1 The large variance near the domain boundary in the winter

hemisphere is associated with extratropical intraseasonal varia-

bility.
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estimate of the eastward phase speed across the Eastern

Hemisphere of about 4 m s21, the lag of the zonal wind

anomaly behind the precipitation anomaly by about 5–7

days, the confinement of the precipitation anomaly to the

Eastern Hemisphere, and the faster eastward propaga-

tion of 850-hPa wind in the Western Hemisphere after

the decay of precipitation anomaly near the date line. A

boreal summer lag–longitude analysis produces qualita-

tively similar behavior (not shown).

The dominant mode of boreal summer intraseasonal

variability is also characterized by distinct northward

propagation of intraseasonal anomalies (e.g., Yasunari

1979; Wang and Xie 1997) that occurs in conjunction

with the eastward equatorial propagation, thus giving

rise to a northwest-to-southeast-tilted rainband (e.g.,

Annamalai and Sperber 2005). Similar to the lag–

longitude diagrams described above to diagnose east-

ward propagation, lag–latitude plots diagnose northward

propagation in the Indian and west Pacific Oceans. In

this case, bandpass-filtered fields are averaged over the

longitudes of the Indian and west Pacific Ocean refer-

ence domains defined in Table 2 for boreal summer, and

then regressed against a base point at the equator.

Figure 6 shows a boreal summer lag–latitude correlation

plot for 850-hPa zonal wind and precipitation averaged

over 808–1008E regressed onto a reference time series of

FIG. 1. May–October mean (a) NOAA Extended Reconstructed SST Version 2, (b) CMAP precipi-

tation, and (c) NCEP1 850-hPa zonal wind. The period used in the calculations is 27 yr (1979–2005) unless

otherwise specified. Contours of mean SST, plotted every 2 K, are also included in each plot.
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Indian Ocean precipitation. Similar plots are generated

for the west Pacific (not shown here). Northward prop-

agation is apparent from the equator into the Northern

Hemisphere for both precipitation and zonal wind, with

precipitation leading zonal wind by 5–7 days. Interest-

ingly, some evidence of southward propagation from the

equator into the Southern Hemisphere is also apparent,

which has been reported by Lawrence and Webster

(2002) and Annamalai and Sperber (2005).

An additional benefit to a diagnosis such as Fig. 6 is

that it implies a propagation speed for intraseasonal

anomalies, in this case northward at about 1.2 m s21. For

models it is essential to ascertain if the northward

propagation is intimately linked to the near-equatorial

eastward propagation (Sperber and Annamalai 2008).

d. Level 2 diagnostics

Level 2 diagnostics are designed to explore more

detailed features of the MJO. They include wavenumber-

frequency spectra of individual fields, cross-spectral

quantities between different fields, and a multivari-

ate EOF analysis. Wavenumber-frequency spectra for

equatorial precipitation and 850-hPa zonal wind are

shown in Fig. 7 for boreal summer, and in Fig. 8 for

boreal winter. The spectra were computed by Fourier

transforming 180-day segments centered on boreal

summer and boreal winter, forming power, and then

averaging over all years of data (1979–2005). The re-

sulting bandwidth is (180 days)21. Only the climato-

logical season cycle was removed before calculation of

FIG. 2. Same as Fig. 1, except for November–April.
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the spectra. By definition, eastward propagation is re-

presented by positive frequency and positive wave-

number whereas westward propagation is represented

with one or the other of the frequency or wavenumber

being negative. If standing oscillations are present, they

will project as equal amounts of power in eastward and

westward directions. The results indicate a concentra-

tion of power at 30–90-day periods and zonal wave-

number 1 for 850-hPa zonal wind, and zonal wave-

numbers 1–3 for precipitation and OLR (e.g., Salby

and Hendon 1994). The eastward power is about 4 times

that of westward power at intraseasonal frequencies

and spatial scales characteristic of the MJO. A com-

parison between boreal winter and boreal summer

spectra indicates that both seasons exhibit qualitatively

similar spectral characteristics, although spectral power

is reduced slightly at wavenumbers characteristic of

the MJO during boreal summer relative to boreal win-

ter. Hence, distinct eastward propagation does occur

during boreal summer in both precipitation and winds

(e.g., Maloney and Hartmann 2000b; Lawrence and

Webster 2002; Wheeler and Hendon 2004). The quali-

tatively similar spectral behavior during boreal summer

and winter also provides justification for the all-season

multivariate EOF analysis that is described below and

which is used to form the basis of MJO life cycle com-

posites.

In addition to single variable spectral calculations in

wavenumber-frequency space, cross-spectral calculations

are useful for quantifying the coherence and phase re-

lationships between different variables. Figure 9 shows

the coherence squared and phase between equatorial

OLR and 850-hPa zonal winds for both symmetric and

antisymmetric components of the two fields (Hendon

and Wheeler 2008). The symmetric component of a

variable F is defined as Fs(f) 5 [F(f) 1 F(2f)]/2, and

the antisymmetric component is defined as Fa(f) 5

[F(f) 2 F(2f)]/2, where f is latitude (Wheeler and

Kiladis 1999). Cross spectra are calculated using data

during all seasons on 256-day-long segments, with con-

secutive segments overlapping by 206 days. Prior to

forming coherence squared, the symmetric and anti-

symmetric powers and cross powers are computed at

each symmetric and antisymmetric latitude 08–108 and

then averaged. Colors in Fig. 9 represent coherence

squared between OLR and 850-hPa wind, and vectors

represent the phase by which wind anomalies lag OLR

anomalies, increasing in the clockwise direction. A phase

FIG. 3. May–October 20–100-day (a) CMAP precipitation variance and (b) NCEP1 850-hPa zonal wind

variance (contours). The percent variance accounted for by the intraseasonal band is shown in color.

Contours show intraseasonal variance. Precipitation variance contours are plotted every 6 mm2 day22,

starting at 3 mm2 day22. Zonal wind variance contours are plotted every 3 m2 s22, starting at 6 m2 s22.
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of 08 is represented by a vector directed upward. Com-

pared with Fig. 8, the axes of frequency and wavenumber

have been switched, but eastward and westward propa-

gation are still represented in the right and left sides of

the diagrams, respectively.

Figure 9 indicates a high coherence squared (peaking at

greater than 0.45) between convection and 850-hPa zonal

winds at wavenumbers and frequencies characteristic of

the MJO, with westerly (easterly) anomalies lagging

suppressed (enhanced) convection by about 235 degrees

FIG. 4. As in Fig. 3, except for November–April.

FIG. 5. November–April lag–longitude diagram of 108N–108S-averaged intraseasonal precipitation

anomalies (colors) and intraseasonal 850-hPa zonal wind anomalies (contours) correlated against intra-

seasonal precipitation at the Indian Ocean reference point (Indian region in Table 2). Contours and

colors are plotted every 0.1. The zero line is not shown.
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of phase. Another interpretation of Fig. 9 is that west-

erly (easterly) MJO wind anomalies lag enhanced (sup-

pressed) convection by about an eighth of a cycle, or

roughly 5 days at 40-day period. As has been described

in the literature (e.g., Zhang et al. 2006), climate models

have trouble simulating this high degree of coherence

and ;5-day phase lag between convection and winds

that is observed. Another notable feature of the cross

spectra is that they directly capture and quantify con-

vectively coupled equatorial Kelvin (peak coherence

squared exceeding 0.3 for eastward wavenumbers 2–5

with periods of 5–10 days) and n 5 1 Rossby (peak co-

herence exceeding 0.2 for westward wavenumbers 2–4

with periods of 25–50 days) wave modes in the symmetric

spectrum, and mixed Rossby–gravity wave modes in the

antisymmetric spectrum without the need to compute a

background spectrum (Hendon and Wheeler 2008).

An efficient way to extract the salient features of the

MJO is by multivariate EOF analysis using equatorial-

averaged (158N–158S) anomalies of 850-hPa zonal winds,

200-hPa zonal winds, and OLR (Wheeler and Hendon

2004). The wind and OLR fields were individually nor-

malized by the square root of the zonal mean of their

temporal variance before input into the covariance ma-

trix used to conduct the EOF analysis. This diagnostic

provides a test of whether the correct phase relation-

ship between equatorial convection and wind anomalies

is produced: a relationship that is sometimes misrep-

resented in models (e.g., Maloney and Hartmann 2001).

Figure 10 shows combined EOF1 and EOF2 derived for

intraseasonal filtered NOAA OLR, and NCEP1 850- and

200-hPa zonal winds using all seasons of data during

1979–2005. Here we note the key features of the MJO,

including the out-of-phase relationship between lower-

and upper-tropospheric wind anomalies, the predomi-

nance of lower-tropospheric westerly anomalies near and

to the west of enhanced convection, the concentrated

amplitude of convection anomalies in the Eastern Hemi-

sphere, and the strong amplitude of wind anomalies

across both the Eastern and Western Hemispheres,

particularly at upper levels. Importantly, as described

in Wheeler and Hendon (2004), these equatorial EOF

structures are virtually independent of season. Thus,

these all-season EOFs can be used to develop MJO

composites during both boreal summer and winter.

The overall variance accounted for by each EOF is

indicated in Fig. 10. Calculation of the variance of in-

dividual fields (i.e., OLR, U850, U200) accounted for

by each EOF is also recommended, as indicated in

the figure. Many climate simulations produce leading

EOFs for convective fields that explain relatively small

amounts of the variance compared to observations (e.g.,

Waliser et al. 2003a; Zhang et al. 2006), and so this latter

diagnostic provides a quantifiable measure of a model’s

ability to faithfully simulate the strength of the MJO.

In observations the leading pair of EOFs account for

13%–16% of the variance of the intraseasonally filtered

OLR data.

FIG. 6. May–October lag–latitude diagram of 808–1008E-averaged intraseasonal precipitation anoma-

lies (colors) and intraseasonal 850-hPa zonal wind anomalies (contours) correlated against intraseasonal

precipitation at the Indian Ocean reference point at the equator. Contours and colors are plotted every

0.1. The zero line is not shown.
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FIG. 7. May–October wavenumber-frequency spectra of 108N–108S-averaged (a) CMAP

precipitation and (b) NCEP1 850-hPa zonal wind. Individual May–October spectra were cal-

culated for each year, and then averaged over all years of data. Only the climatological seasonal

cycle and time mean for each May–October segment were removed before calculation of the

spectra. Units for the precipitation (zonal wind) spectrum are mm2 day22 (m2 s22) per fre-

quency interval per wavenumber interval. The bandwidth is (180 day)21.
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Figure 10c shows the lag correlation between the

PCs of the first two multivariate EOFs. The PCs are

correlated at greater (less) than 0.7 (20.7) when PC1

leads (lags) PC2 by about 10 days (210 days). This

phase relationship indicates that the leading multi-

variate EOFs are a quadrature pair, representing co-

herent eastward-propagating intraseasonal variability

in precipitation and winds along the equator with

period near 40 days, a fundamental criterion that a

simulated MJO must meet. However, such behavior

FIG. 8. As in Fig. 7, except for November–April.
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is not always exhibited by models (e.g., Lin et al.

2006).

Another crucial test of a climate model is whether

its leading multivariate EOFs derived from bandpass-

filtered data represent a physically meaningful mode of

variability. For example, red noise or white noise that is

bandpass filtered to intraseasonal periods might pro-

duce plausible looking large-scale structures in the

leading EOFs that could be misinterpreted to represent

a physically distinct intraseasonal oscillation. Thus, a

diagnostic to avoid such pitfalls is to project the leading

EOFs derived from filtered data onto unfiltered data

(with only the seasonal cycle removed), and then com-

pute the frequency spectrum of the resulting unfiltered

PCs (e.g., see Maloney and Hartmann 1998). If the

power spectrum exhibits a significant spectral peak at

intraseasonal periods, confidence is increased that the

leading EOF(s) represent a meaningful intraseasonal

mode of variability. Such an analysis is displayed in Fig.

10d for multivariate EOF 1. It is noted that the observed

power spectrum clearly shows a prominent 30–80-day

peak.

Level 2 diagnostics include a test of a model’s ability to

simulate the (horizontal and vertical) spatial–temporal

structure of intraseasonal variability. The two leading

multivariate EOFs shown in Fig. 10 are used to derive a

composite MJO life cycle for boreal winter or boreal

summer, as described in Wheeler and Hendon (2004).

The MJO is defined to be strong during periods when

PC12 1 PC22 exceeds 1 (where PC1 and PC2 each have

unit standard deviation), and these periods of high

amplitude are retained in the composite analysis. The

phase of the MJO can be related to the inverse tangent

of the ratio of PC2 to PC1. For each phase, composites

are generated by averaging across all days that exceed

the specified amplitude threshold. The number of days

meeting the amplitude criterion for each phase will be

displayed to the right of each panel in the composite

plots.

A composite MJO life cycle featuring intraseasonal

precipitation and surface wind anomalies for boreal

summer is displayed in Fig. 11, and a corresponding

boreal winter composite is displayed in Figs. 12. Each

panel in the composite life cycle is approximately

6 days apart. Features of these composites that serve as

benchmark comparisons to simulations include 1) the

pronounced seasonality in off-equatorial winds and

precipitation (e.g., defined northward propagation in

FIG. 9. Coherence squared (colors) and phase lag (vectors) between NOAA AVHRR OLR and NCEP1 850-hPa

zonal wind. Here is shown (a) the symmetric spectrum, and (b) the antisymmetric spectrum. Spectra were computed

for individual latitudes, and then averaged over 08–108. Computations are conducted using data in all seasons on

256-day segments, overlapping by 206 days. Vectors represent the phase by which wind anomalies lag OLR

anomalies, increasing in the clockwise direction. A phase of 08 is represented by a vector directed upward. Dis-

persion curves for the (n 5 21) Kelvin, n 5 1 equatorial Rossby (ER), n 5 0 eastward intertio-gravity (EIG), and

mixed Rossby–gravity (MRG) modes corresponding to three equivalent depths (h 5 12, 25, and 50 m) in the

shallow water equations are overlaid (red contours). MJO is defined as the spectral components within zonal

wavenumbers 1 to 3 and having periods 30 to 80 days.
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the Eastern Hemisphere and strong east Pacific warm

pool variability during boreal summer), consistent with

the variance and % variance given in Figs. 3 and 4.

Many models exhibit weak seasonality in the nature of

their intraseasonal variability (e.g,. Slingo et al. 1996;

Zhang et al. 2006). 2) The phase relationship between

the spatial structures of precipitation and wind, in-

cluding surface winds. When also considering the mean

state, such a phase relationship is important to the

MJO surface energy budget, with implications for air–

sea interactions and wind-induced flux forcing of con-

vection (e.g., Hendon 2000; Inness et al. 2003; Bellon

et al. 2008). 3) The longitudinal extent of propaga-

tion in convection anomalies. Many climate models

split intraseasonal convective anomalies into two cen-

ters straddling the equator (e.g., Waliser et al. 2003a;

Maloney and Sobel 2004; Zhang et al. 2006). It is noted

however that the equatorial-averaged behavior in the

composite life cycles of Figs. 11 and 12 is approxi-

mately independent of season, consistent with our

ability to use an all-season multivariate EOF index to

define MJO behavior during both boreal winter and

summer.

Another example of composite life cycle evolution

detailed in the diagnostics package is the coevolution of

SST and precipitation for boreal summer and boreal

winter (Figs. 13 and 14). A motivation for such an

analysis is to illustrate the phase relationship of anom-

alous SST relative to anomalous convection, particu-

larly the anomalously warm SST that develops before

the onset of MJO convection. The amplitude of SST

anomalies, and the different SST evolution in boreal

summer versus boreal winter (e.g., northward propa-

gation of SST anomalies in the Eastern Hemisphere

during boreal summer), may be compared to coupled

models to infer whether air–sea coupling may regulate

the amplitude of simulated intraseasonal variability.

While many studies suggest that ocean coupling may

FIG. 10. All-season multivariate (a) first and (b) second combined EOF (CEOF) modes of 20–100-day 158S–158N-averaged

NCEP1 850-hPa and 200-hPa zonal wind and AVHRR OLR. The total variance accounted for by each mode is shown (in

parentheses at top), as is the variance of each individual field that is accounted for (at bottom). (c) The lag correlation of the

leading PC is shown. (d) The time series spectrum of the unfiltered PC derived by projecting CEOF1 onto the unfiltered data

matrix is shown. Red lines in (d) show the red noise spectrum and upper 90% and 95% confidence limits on this red noise

spectrum.
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help increase the amplitude of intraseasonal variability

in climate models (e.g., Waliser et al. 1999b; Fu and

Wang 2004; Sperber et al. 2005), other simulations

suggest that if a model cannot reproduce the correct

phase relationships among surface fluxes, convection,

and SST anomalies, ocean coupling may have a delete-

rious effect on simulated intraseasonal variability (e.g.,

Hendon 2000).

FIG. 11. Composite May–October 20–100-day CMAP precipitation (color) and NCEP1 surface wind anomalies

(vectors) as a function of MJO phase. Zonal wind anomalies statistically significant at 99% based on Student’s t test

are drawn. The reference vector in units of m s21 is shown at the bottom right. The number of days used to generate

the composite for each phase is shown to the right of each panel.
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4. Summary

Accurate forecasts and simulations of the MJO are of

great interest to weather and climate prediction. Yet

most current global models fail to reproduce even the

gross features of the MJO in spite of tremendous efforts

made to improve model physics and the use of higher

model resolution. The lack of standard diagnostics of

the MJO has made difficult the comparison of model

simulations of the MJO, the exploration of common

deficiencies that contribute to their failure, and the

evaluation and tracking of the improvement in MJO

FIG. 12. Same as Fig. 11, except for November–April.
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FIG. 13. Composite May–October 20–100-day OISST (color, units: 8C; 4 Jan 1985–31 Dec 2005) and CMAP

precipitation anomalies (contours) as a function of MJO phase. SST anomalies statistically significant at 99% based

on Student’s t test are drawn. Precipitation anomalies are plotted every 2 mm day21, starting at 1 mm day21. The

number of days used to generate the composite for each phase is shown to the right of each panel.
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simulations. The purpose of this article is to recommend

a set of such diagnostics using the following strategies:

(i) The diagnostics have been chosen to concentrate

on and quantify what we feel are the most impor-

tant and essential features of the MJO and its dy-

namics, yet simple enough for relatively easy un-

derstanding and calculation.

(ii) The MJO is defined such that it consists of both

eastward propagation across the Indian and Pacific

Oceans in summer and winter, and northward

propagation during boreal summer. Because of its

FIG. 14. Same as Fig. 13, except for November–April.
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distinct northward propagation, the MJO diag-

nostics are calculated separately for boreal sum-

mer and winter, where appropriate.

(iii) All observation-based data (e.g., precipitation,

OLR, and zonal winds) are based on either satel-

lite remote sensing or global reanalyses. To ac-

count for measurement, retrieval and assimilation

uncertainties, more than one data source are se-

lected for each variable where possible (section 2).

Current discrepancies between different model

simulations of the MJO and any of these observa-

tion-based data are much greater than between any

two observation-based datasets.

(iv) Supplemental diagnostics are recommended to

include mean states of certain variables (SST,

zonal winds, precipitation) and interannual varia-

bility of the MJO (Table 4). They may help under-

stand the causes of erroneous behaviors of a simu-

lated MJO and/or illustrate shortcomings in the

multiscale interactions of a model (section 3a).

(v) The main part of the recommended diagnostics

includes two levels.

The level 1 diagnostics (section 3c; Table 1) provide

an initial assessment of intraseasonal variability in gen-

eral and the most basic features of the MJO that can be

easily calculated using standard tools without expertise

in the MJO. The maps of intraseasonal variance (Figs. 3

and 4) and time spectra for key regions (Table 2) help

reveal whether a model produces robust intraseasonal

variability and its correct seasonality. The lag–longitude

and lag–latitude correlations (Figs. 5 and 6) examine

whether the simulated intraseasonal variability pos-

sesses eastward and northward propagations at the ob-

served phase speeds, which are the most basic features of

the MJO. The single variable EOF analysis tests whether

MJO signals in a given field can be objectively isolated

from the remainder of the intraseasonal variability.

If the level 1 diagnostics indicate that the model is

indeed able to reproduce the basic features of the MJO,

the level 2 diagnostics (section 3d; Table 3) would fur-

ther detail the quantitative properties of the MJO using

more sophisticated tools. The wavenumber-frequency

spectra (Figs. 7 and 8) identify the intraseasonal spect-

ral peak and quantify its eastward–westward power

ratio, a measure of the robustness in the eastward pro-

pagation of the MJO. The coherence and phase relation

between the zonal wind and convection components of

the MJO are quantified by the cross-spectrum analysis

(Fig. 9), which also demonstrates the distinctions be-

tween the MJO and other equatorial waves. The key

test for assessing a model’s ability to reproduce the

MJO, including its time scale, phase speed, coherent

spatial–temporal structures in zonal wind and convec-

tion, is to see whether its MJO signals can be extracted

using a multivariate EOF analysis (Fig. 10). This mul-

tivariate EOF analysis also sets the stage for composite

analyses of the MJO to examine mechanistic, structural,

and evolutionary details during different phases of its life

cycle (Figs. 11 and 12). For coupled models, similar

composites can be made to include SST (Figs. 13 and 14).

The diagnostics recommended here are based on the

availability of reliable observation-based data (e.g., sat-

ellite and reanalyses products) and confidence in our

knowledge of the MJO. MJO diagnostics for other

variables (e.g., cloud and boundary layer structure, la-

tent and radiative heating) will be recommended in the

future when reliable observations are available for a

sufficiently long period. In addition, a number of rec-

ommendations related to MJO diagnostics/metrics were

made based on the discussions at a recent CLIVAR-

sponsored MJO workshop organized by the MJOWG

(Sperber and Waliser 2008). These include: 1) convert-

ing the diagnostics developed here, or new ones, into

scalar metrics/values to more easily quantify multimodel

comparison results and for quantitatively tracking model

fidelity, 2) develop process-oriented diagnostics that im-

prove our insight into the physical mechanisms necessary

for robust simulation of the MJO, and 3) continue to

explore the multiscale interactions and vertical structure

of the MJO. Other avenues for diagnostic development

are more precise characterization of the boreal summer

northward propagating events (e.g., Fu et al. 2003;

Krishnamurthy and Shukla 2008; Sperber and Annamalai

2008) and the discrimination between initial MJO events

(i.e., with no precursor) and those that occur in succession

(Matthews 2008). At present, the MJOWG is working on

applying the MJO diagnostics to a set of recent GCM

simulations and on defining and implementing a metric

for MJO predictions; the results of these activities will be

reported on in forthcoming papers.

In conclusion, we recommend the level 1 diagnostics

be applied to all model evaluation exercises and the level

2 diagnostics only to models with capability of producing

the basic features of the MJO as demonstrated by the

level-1 diagnostics. It is our hope that when all model

evaluations adopt the set of diagnostics recommended

here, we will be in a much better position to compare

models, identify common model deficiencies, and track

model improvement in regard to MJO simulations.
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